CAUTION - ELECTRICALLY OPERATED PRODUCT.

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS OF AGE AS WITH ALL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE OBSERVED DURING USE AND HANDLING TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK.

ATTENTION - CE PRODUIT FONCTIONNE À L'ÉLECTRICITÉ

IL EST DÉCONSEILLÉ POUR LES ENFANTS DE MOINS DE 3 ANS. CONNAÎTRE TOUS LES PRODUITS ÉLECTRIQUES, PRÉNÉT LES PRÉCAUTIONS NÉCESSAIRES POUR MANIPULER ET UTILISER CE PRODUIT AFIN DE PREVENIR LES RISQUES DE CHOC ÉLECTRIQUE.

PRECAUCION, PRODUCTO ELECTRICO.

NO SE RECOMIENDA PARA NIÑOS MENORES DE 3 AÑOS DE EDAD. CON TODO PRODUCTO ELECTRICO DEBEN OBSERVARSE CIERTAS PRECAUCIONES DURANTE EL MANEJO Y USO PARA EVITAR CHOQUES ELECTRICOS.

⚠️ WARNING: FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.
- Do not use extension cords with this product.
- Outdoor use only.
- Retain instructions with product.

⚠️ AVERTISSEMENT : LE NON RESPECT DE CES INSTRUCTIONS PEUT ENTRAINER DES BLESSURES GRAVES, VOIRE MORTELLES.
- N'utilisez pas de cordons prolongateurs avec ce produit.
- N'utilisation ce produit qu'à l'extérieur.
- Conservez les instructions avec le produit.

⚠️ ADVERTENCIA: EL NO SEGUIR ESTAS INSTRUCCIONES PUEDE PROVOCAR LESIONES SERIAS O LA MUERTE.
- No utilise cordones de extensión con este producto.
- Use en exteriores solamente.
- Guarde las instrucciones con el producto.
**Maintenance**

- Product should be periodically examined for potentially unsafe conditions such as damaged cord, plug, housing, or parts, and that in the even such damage is found, the product should not be used until properly repaired.
- Product should never be stored wet. Allow to dry before rolling up.
- Surface washable only.

---

**Disposal**

- Disassemble and dispose of the equipment in such a manner that no hazardous conditions exist at the time the equipment is discarded.

---

**Minimum Clearance Zones**

Make sure that there is a 6-foot obstacle-free zone around the product, including the slide and overhead.
Set-up

1. Set up the inflatable structure.
2. Secure the fabric tube using a drawstring.
3. Roll the fabric tube towards the structure.
4. Attach the blower unit to the longer fabric tube, ensuring it is not twisted.
5. Re-measure the minimum clearance zone prior to inflation.
6. Plug the GFCI into the receptacle.
7. Press the reset button.
8. Repeat the process on the shorter fabric tube on the other side.
9. Press the test button.
10. Use the product if the button fails to disable the fan.
**Inflation & Staking**

1. Switch power on. If blower does not operate when switched on, press reset button on GFCI adaptor.

2. Blower should remain on and continuously inflate bouncer during use. Air flow through seams is normal. Do not try to seal or repair seams.

   **NOTE:** Dispose of tissue paper packed inside bouncer after inflation.

**Deflation & Storage**

1. Switch power off
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Deflation & Storage

7. Compress air out as you are rolling up inflatable

8.

Repair Kit Instructions

1. Correct or incorrect

2. In the event of an accidental puncture, cut out a section of material that is larger than puncture (See figure 1).

The material should be cut in circle or have rounded corners to prevent patch from peeling (See figure 2).

Make sure area is properly cleaned. Rubbing alcohol may be used to clean surface. Apply the glue to the back surface of the patch. Place patch over puncture and press firmly to obtain proper adhesion. Do not inflate the unit for at least 1 hour.

LIMITED WARRANTY

The Little Tikes Company makes fun, high quality toys. We warrant to the original purchaser that the fabric in this product is free of defects in material or workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase, and the blower is free of defects in material or workmanship for one year* from the date of purchase (dated sales receipt is required for proof of purchase). At the sole election of The Little Tikes Company, the only remedies available under this warranty will be either replacement of the defective part of the product or refund the purchase price of the product. This warranty is valid only if the product has been assembled and maintained per the instructions. This warranty does not cover abuse, accident, cosmetic issues such as fading or scratches from normal wear, or any other cause not arising from defects in material and workmanship.

U.S.A and Canada: For warranty service or replacement part information, please visit our website at www.littletikes.com, call 1-800-321-0183 or write to: Consumer Service, The Little Tikes Company, 2180 Barlow Road, Hudson OH 44236, U.S.A. Some replacement parts may be available for purchase after warranty expires—contact us for details.

Outside U.S.A and Canada: Contact place of purchase for warranty service.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from country/state to country/state. Some countries states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you.

*The warranty period is three (3) months for daycare or commercial purchasers.